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Abst ract  
We present new linear convergence r sults for iterative methods for solving the variational inequality problem. 
The methods include the extragradient method, the proximal point method, a matrix splitting method and a 
certain feasible descent method. The proofs of the results are based on certain error bounds related to the 
algorithmic mappings. Moreover, we show that all these error bounds hold if a projection-type error bound 
holds. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
In the classical variational inequality problem (see [2,8,11]),  we are given a nonempty closed 
convex set X in R n and a continuous function F from X to ]R n, and we wish to find an element of 
the set 
X* = {x* E Xl (x -x* )TF(x  *) >1 0, Vx E X}, 
which is closed and assumed nonempty. (In our notation, all vectors are column vectors and "T" 
denotes transpose.) Important special cases of this problem include the monotone case (i.e., F is 
monotone),  the symmetric ase (i.e., F = XTf for some f : IR ~ ~-, JR) and the affine case (i.e., F is 
affine and X is a polyhedral set). 
Many methods have been proposed to solve the variational inequality problem. In this paper, we 
study stationary iterative methods which generate, for a chosen x ° E X, a sequence of  points x I , x 2 . . . .  
in X according to 
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x k+l =T(xk) ,  k=0,1  . . . . .  (1) 
where T is some mapping from X to X satisfying 
x = T(x )  if and only if x E X*. (2) 
(For simplicity, we consider only stationary methods, in which the algorithmic mapping is the same 
for all iterations. Extensions of our results to the nonstationary case are discussed in Section 7.) 
Our aim is to determine, for a given choice of T, conditions on F and X under which the sequence 
x °, x l, x 2 . . . .  converges to a solution at a linear rate. We do this by finding a continuous function 
~, : X H [0, c~) that satisfies ~p(x) = 0 if and only if x E X* and showing that {~p(xk)} ~ 0 at least 
linearly. (Such a ~, is called a "merit" function or a "potential" function or a "Lyapunov" function.) 
In particular, we seek a ~ that satisfies 
~(x) - J , (T(x))  > ~l lx-T(x) l l  ~, Vx ~ x, (3) 
min{~b(x),~(T(x))} <~ 7.211x-T(x)ll:, Vx E X with Ilx- T(x)ll ~< 7.3, (4) 
for some positive scalars 7.1,7.> 7./'3, where II • II denotes the Euclidean norm on I~ n. Roughly speaking, 
condition (3) ensures that a sufficient decrease in ~p is achieved per iteration and condition (4) 
ensures that ~p does not grow too fast near X*. We will show that, for such a ~p, {~p(xk)} ~ 0 at 
least linearly (see Theorem 2.1 ). 
Our main contribution is to show that, for various choices of T and under suitable assumptions 
on F and X, a ~b satisfying (3) and (4) exists. These choices of T correspond to the extragradient 
method, the proximal point method, a matrix splitting method and a general feasible descent method 
(see Propositions 3.2, 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2) and, as a consequence, new linear convergence results are 
obtained for these methods (see Corollaries 3.3, 4.3, 5.3 and 6.3). These convergence r sults may be 
viewed as extensions of those in [ 15] to the asymmetric ase and in a broader algorithmic setting 
(in particular, not restricted to a feasible descent method). Our analysis also reveals an interesting 
connection between the bound (4) and the following projection-type error bound for our problem: 
d(x,X*) <~ 7.4lle~(x)ll, Vx E X with IIRo(x)ll ~< 7.5, (5) 
for some positive scalars 7"4 and rs, where we let 
d(x ,X* )  = min I I x -  x*ll, e~(x) =x- [x -aF(x ) ]  ÷, 
x*EX* 
with [x] ÷ denoting the element of X nearest o x in Euclidean norm, i.e., [x] ÷ = arg minyex IIx - y l l  
for all x E ~n. In particular, we show that, for the choices of T and ~p considered in this paper, (4) 
holds for some r2 and 7"3 whenever (5) holds for some r4 and rs. Thus, instead of verifying that (4) 
holds for each choice of T and ~b, it suffices to verify that (5) holds. As we shall see, (5) holds 
under conditions on F and X analogous to those for the symmetric ase given in [ 15] (see Theorem 
2.2). 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a general linear 
convergence result for (1) when a ~ satisfying (3) and (4) exists. We also present sufficient 
conditions for the projection-type error bound (5) to hold. In Sections 3-6, we consider various 
choices of T and, for each choice, we give conditions on F and X under which a ~ satisfying (3) 
and (4) exists. In Section 7, we discuss possible extensions of our results. 
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2. A convergence result and a projection-type error bound 
First, we give a general convergence result showing that the existence of a ~b satisfying (3) 
and (4) ensures the linear convergence of the sequence generated by (1). (Throughout, by linear 
convergence we mean R-linear convergence in the sense of [22].) This result will be applied in 
subsequent sections to establish the linear convergence of specific algorithms. 
Theorem 2.1. For any T : X F-+ X satisfying (2), if there exists a continuous function ~b : X H 
[0, c~) and positive scalars 7"1,7-2, 7-3 satisfying (3) and (4), then, for any x ° E X, the sequence 
x l ,x  2 . . . .  generated by (1) converges at least linearly to an element of X* and {~b(xk)} ~ 0 at 
least linearly. 
Proof. We have from (1) and (3) that 
- k+' ) /> 7-,llx k - x +lll=, k = 0, 1 . . . . .  (6) 
and so {~b(xk)} is monotonically decreasing and (since ~b(x k) >~ 0 for all k) {llx k 0. 
Then, it follows from (1) and (4) that, for all k sufficiently large, we have 
~p(x k+l ) ~< min{~(xk),  ~b(x k+l )} ~< 7-211 - x~+l ii2, 
which together with (6) yields 
¢(xk+l )  o (xk) '7 -1  
The above relation shows that {~p(xk)} ---+ 0 at least linearly. Then, it follows from (6) that {11 xk - 
x~+~ II} --' 0 at least linearly and hence {x k} converges to some x ~ E X at least linearly. Since ~, is 
continuous, we have tk(x ~)  = 0 and so (3) implies x ~ = T(x~) .  By (2), x ~ E X*. [] 
As we shall see, for a specific T, it is typically not difficult to verify that (3) holds for some 
suitable choice of ~p. Verifying that (4) holds for the same choice of ~,, however, is more difficult 
(although, as a rule of thumb, (4) should at least hold in the case where F is strongly monotone). 
On the other hand, as was noted in Section 1, for the choices of T and ~b considered in this paper, 
condition (4) is implied by the error bound (5). The theorem below gives sufficient conditions for 
the bound (5) to hold. Part (a) of this theorem follows from [25, Theorem 3.1]; parts (b) and (c) 
are direct extensions of those for the symmetric ase (see [ 15, Theorem 2.1] ) and, for simplicity, 
their proof is omitted. 
Theorem 2.2. For every ot E (0, c~), there exist positive scalars r4 and 7-5 such that (5) holds 
whenever one of the following conditions holds. 
(a) (Strongly monotone case) F is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous on X. 
(b) (Affine case) F is affine. X is a polyhedral set. 
(c) (Monotone composite case) 
F (x )  =ETG(Ex)+q,  VxE~n,  
where E is an m × n matrix with no zero column, q is a vector in IR n, and G is a strongly monotone 
Lipschitz continuous function from ]R m to ]R m. X is a polyhedral set. 
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In fact, it is known (see [7, Lemma 1 ] ) that 
min{1,a} l le l (x ) l l  ~< I lR~(x)l l  ~< max{1,~) l lR l (x ) l l ,  Vx E X, 
for all a E (0, cx~), so it suffices to check that (5) holds for a = 1. 
3. Extragradient method 
In this section we assume F is monotone and we study the extragradient method of Korpelevich 
[ 12] (also see [ 10,19] for extensions), corresponding to (1) with 
r (x )  = Ix -  aF ( [x -  aF(x)]+)] +. (7) 
Roughly speaking, T is like the projection mapping x ~-* Ix -  t rF(x)]  + composed with itself. 
(Although the projection mapping is simpler, it cannot be used as T unless restrictive assumptions, 
such as F being strongly monotone, are imposed.) As we shall see, a suitable choice of ~b for this 
case is 
~l,( x) = d( x, X*) 2. (8) 
First we have the following lemma relating IIx - T(x)II to liRa(x)II. This lemma will be used to 
show that (5) implies (4). 
Lemma 3.1. Assume F is Lipschitz continuous on X with Lipschitz constant A. For any a E (0, c~), 
T given by (7) satisfies 
(1 - ~A) I IR~(x) I I  ~ I I x -  T(x)ll ~ (1 +~A) l le~(x) l l ,  Vx E X. 
Proof. We have from the triangle inequality that 
IIx - T(x)II ~ IIx 
I Ix 
IIx 
=(1  
- i x  - aF (x ) ]÷ l l  - I I [x  - o fF (x )  ] + - T(x)  II 
- Ix  - ~F(x ) ]÷ l l  - ~ l l F (x )  - F([x - ~F(x) ]÷) l l  
- [x  - ~F(x ) ]÷ l l  - ~AIIx - Ix - ~F(x ) ]+ l l  
- ~a) l le~(x) l l ,  
where the second inequality follows from (7) and the nonexpansive property of [.]÷; the third 
inequality follows from A being the Lipschitz constant of F on X. An analogous argument proves the 
remaining inequality. [] 
An interesting consequence of Lemma 3.1 is that, for a E (0, l /A),  [Ix - T(x)II provides an error 
bound (on the distance from x to X*) if and only if IIR~(x)ll does, so the two error bounds are in 
some sense equivalent. By using Lemma 3.1, we can now derive conditions under which ~k given by 
(8) satisfies (3) and (4). 
Proposition 3.2. Assume F is monotone and Lipschitz continuous on X with Lipschitz constant A. 
For any ot E (0, l /A), T given by (7) together with ~ given by (8) satisfies the following conditions: 
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(a) Eq. (3) holds with 7-1 = ½(1 - aA). 
(b) There exist positive scalars 7-2 and 7-3 such that (4) holds i f  and only i f  there exist positive 
scalars 7-4 and 7-5 such that (5) holds. 
Proof. (a) Fix any x E X and let £ = [x -  aF(x ) ]  + and x' = T (x ) .  It is known (see [12, Eqs. 
(11) and (12)] or [19, Eq. (18)])  that for every x* E X*, we have 
I I x ' -  x*ll 2 ~ I Ix -  x*ll 2 - I I x -  ~tl 2 -  I1~- x'll 2 + 2al lF(x)  - F(~)I I I1~- x'll. 
By letting x* be an element of X* nearest o x in Euclidean distance (so IIx - x*ll 2 = ~(x) )  and 
using the Lipschitz continuity of F on X, we obtain 
0(x ' )  ~ I Ix ' -  x*ll 2 ~ 0(x )  - I I x -  ~112- I1~- x'll 2 + 2~a l lx -  ~1111~- x'll 
~< ~b(x)  - -  (1  - -  ~a)( l lx  - ~112 + I1~ - x'll 2) <~ g,(x) - ½(1 - ~a)l lx  - x'll 2, 
where the third inequality follows from the fact 2ab <~ a 2 + b 2 for any scalars a and b; the last 
inequality follows from 1 - aA > 0 and the triangle inequality IIx - x'll ~< IIx - ~11 + I1~ - x'll. 
(b) The proof of the "if" part is straightforward using Lemma 3.1. To prove the "only if" part, it 
suffices to use the fact that 
¼~(x) ~ I I x -T (x ) l l  2, whenever ~b(T(x))  <. l@(x) ,  (9) 
so that we may replace the left-hand side of (4) by ~b(x) (possibly with a different 7-2) and then 
use Lemma 3.1. To show (9), we observe that whenever ~b(T(x))  <<, ¼~b(x), we have 
IIx - T(x)II ~ IIx - x*ll - IIx* - T(x)II ~ d(x, X*) - d(T(x), X*) 
= v (x) - ½v  x), 
where x* denotes the element of X* nearest o T(x)  in Euclidean distance. [] 
It is known that, for any oz E (0, 1/,~), the sequence generated by the extragradient method 
converges to an element of X* [ 12, Theorem 2]. By using Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.2, we 
readily obtain the following new linear convergence r sult for the extragradient method. 
Corollary 3.3. Assume that F is monotone and Lipschitz continuous on X with Lipschitz constant ,~. 
Also assume that, for  every a E (0, oe), there exist positive scalars 7-4 and 7"5 such that (5) holds. 
Then, for  any x ° E X and any a E (0, I/A), the sequence x1 , x 2 . . . .  generated by (1) with T given 
by (7) converges to an element of X* at least linearly. 
Corollary 3.3, together with Theorem 2.2, extends [ 15, Proposition 3.2] for the symmetric (though 
not necessarily monotone) case. It also extends [19, Theorem], which in addition requires F to be 
strongly monotone, and [ 12, Theorem 3], which applies to only linear programs (which are special 
cases of the monotone affine variational inequality problem) and requires the solution to be unique. 
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4. P rox ima l  po in t  method  
In this section we assume F is monotone and we study the proximal point method of Martinet 
[20,21] as extended by Rockafellar [27], corresponding to (1) with 
T(x)  = [I + te(F + Nx) ] - l (x ) ,  (10) 
where ce E (0, c~) and Nx(x)  denotes the cone of outward normals to X at x. It is known from 
a result of Moreau that because F is monotone, T is well-defined for all x E R n (see [27]). The 
proximal point method and its dual counterpart, he method of multipliers (see [28] ), have been 
widely studied (see [5,9] and references therein). As we shall see, a suitable choice of ~ for this 
case is that given by (8). 
The following lemma, which relates IIx - T(x)II to Ileo(x)II, will be useful in showing that (5) 
implies (4). 
Lemma 4.1. Assume F is monotone. For any a E (0, ~) ,  T given by (10) satisfies 
IIR~(T(x))II ~ I Ix -T(x) l l ,  Vx E X. 
I f  in addition F is Lipschitz continuous on X with Lipschitz constant a, then for ce E (0, l/A), 
1 
l _~a l lR~(x) l l />  IIx-T(x)ll, VxEX. 
Proof. For any x E X, we have upon letting x' = T(x)  that x' = [x - aF (x ' ) ]  +, which, together 
with the nonexpansive property of [-] +, yields 
I Ix ' -  [x ' -~F(x ' ) ]+ l l - - I I [x -  ~F<x')]÷ - Ix ' -  .F<x'~]+ll ~< I Ix-  x'll- 
On the other hand, if F is Lipschitz continuous on X with Lipschitz constant A, then 
IIx - x'll ~< I Ix-  [x - . F (x ) ]+ l l  + I I [x -  ~F(x)]+ - x'll 
-- tlx - [x  - ~F(x ) ]+ l l  + II[x - a f (x )  ] + - [x  - ,~F(x ' )  ]+11 
~< I Ix-  [x -~F(x ) ]+ l l  + ~llF(x) - F(x')  II 
~< I Ix-  [x-~F(x)]+ll + ~al lx -  x'll, 
where the second inequality follows from the nonexpansive property of [. ] + and the last inequality 
follows from A being the Lipschitz constant of F on X. [] 
Lemma 4.1 shows that IIx - Z(x)ll provides an error bound (on the distance from x to X*) if 
lIRa(x) II does. And when F is Lipschitz continuous and a is sufficiently small, the converse also 
holds, in which case the two error bounds are in a sense equivalent. By using Lemma 4.1, we derive 
below conditions under which ~b given by (8) satisfies (3) and (4). 
Proposition 4.2. Assume F is monotone. For any a E (0, c~), T given by (10) together with ~b 
given by (8) satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) Eq. (3) holds with ~'l = 1. 
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(b) There exist positive scalars 7"2 and 7"3 such that (4) holds if there exist positive scalars 7"4 and 
7"5 such that (5) holds. 
Proof. (a) It is known (see [27, Eq. (2.12)]) and relatively easily shown that, for any x E X and 
any x* E X*, we have 
l iT(x) - x*[I 2 ~< I lx -  x*[I 2 - I I x -  T(x)II2; 
so, upon letting x* be an element of X* nearest to x in Euclidean norm (so I [x-  x*ll 2 = ¢ , (x ) )  and 
using (8), we obtain 
~(T(x) ) <. liT(x) -x*ll = ~< ~,(x) - I I x -  T(x)ll = 
(b) The proof is straightforward using Lemma 4.1. [] 
It is known that, for any ~ E (0, c~), the sequence generated by the proximal point method 
converges to an element of X* [27, Theorem 1]. By using Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 4.2, we 
readily obtain the following new linear convergence r sult for the proximal point method. 
Corollary 4.3. Assume F is monotone and, for every a E (0, oo), there exist positive scalars 7" 4 and 
7"5 such that (5) holds. Then, for any x ° E X and any ce E (0, oo), the sequence x 1 , x 2 . . . .  generated 
by (1) with T given by (10) converges to an element of X* at least linearly. 
Corollary 4.3, together with Theorem 2.2, extends [15, Proposition 3.3] for the symmetric (though 
not necessarily monotone) case. It also extends [27, Theorem 2] which requires (F + Nx)-1 to be 
Lipschitz continuous at 0 (and, in particular, requires the solution to be unique). 
5. Matrix splitting method 
In this section, we assume that F is monotone affine, i.e., 
F(x)  = Mx + q, (11) 
for some n × n real positive semidefinite matrix M and some q E I~ n. We study the matrix splitting 
method as formalized in [23] (based on the works of Mangasarian [ 17] and others), corresponding 
to (1) with 
T(x)  = {x' E Xl(y - x ' )T(Bx ' + (M-  B)x  + q) ~> 0,Vy E X}, (12) 
where B is an n × n real positive definite matrix (so T is well-defined and single-valued). This method 
has been well studied, especially in the symmetric ase and with 2B - M positive definite (see [ 3, 
Chapter 5], [4,13-15,18,24]). We will consider the asymmetric case and with B -  M symmetric 
positive definite, as described in [3, Section 5.6] for the linear complementarity problem. As we 
shall see, a suitable choice of ~b for this case is 
~p(x) min IIx • 2 = - x I I~-M,  (13)  
x*CX* 
where, for any n × n real positive definite matrix P, we denote Ilxllp = x/x~Px for all x E 11~ n. 
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The following lemma, relating Ilx - T(x)II to [IRl (x)II, will be useful in showing that (5) implies 
(4). 
Lemma 5.1. Assume F is of the form (11) for some positive semidefinite M and some q. For any 
positive definite B, T given by (12) satisfies 
1 
IIBII + 1 [Ie'ix)[I ~< [ Ix-  Tix)l l  ~< Ilnll~r+__________l_|| I lgl ix) l l '  Vx ~ x, 
where cr denotes the smallest eigenvalue of ½ (B + Br). 
Proof. For any x E X, we have upon letting x' = T(x) and x ÷ = [x - F(x) ] ÷ that 
(y- -  x')T(B(x ' -  x) + Mx + q) ~ 0, Vy E X, 
(y - -x+)T(x  +-x+Mx+q)  >~0, VyEX.  
Letting y = x + in the first inequality and letting y = x' in the second inequality and then adding them 
yields 
(x  + - x ' )V (B(x  ' - x )  + x - x +) >1 O, 
which, upon rearranging terms, may be rewritten as 
i x  + - x )TB ix  ' - x )  + ix  - x ' )~ ix  - x +) >>. ix  - x ' )TB ix  -- x ' )  + IIx -- x+ll 2 
Since the left-hand side is less than or equal to (llnll + 1)IIx ÷-  xll I Ix'-xl l  and n is positive definite, 
we conclude 
illnll + 1)11 x÷ - xll/> I Ix-  x'l l~ and illnll + l ) l l x ' -  xll > / I I x -  x+ll • 
Now use the facts that x' = T(x) and x - x + = R1 (x).  [] 
By Lemma 5.1, Ilx - T(x)[I provides an error bound (on the distance from x to X*) if and only 
if IIR~ (x)[I does, so the two error bounds are in some sense equivalent. By using Lemma 5.1, we 
derive below conditions under which ~b given by (13) satisfies (3) and (4).  
Proposit ion 5.2. Assume F is of the form ( 11 ) for some positive semidefinite M and some q. Then, 
T given by (12) with B - M symmetric positive definite is well-defined, single-valued, and, together 
with ~ given by (13), satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) Eq. (3) holds with ~'1 the smallest eigenvalue of B - M. 
(b) We have 
7",d(x,X*) 2 <~ ~b(x) ~ liB - MI Id (x ,X* )  2, Vx ~ x. 
Thus, there exist positive scalars ~'2 and r3 such that (4) holds if and only if there exist positive 
scalars 74 and r5 such that (5) with cr = 1 holds. 
Proof. Since B - M is positive definite and M is positive semidefinite, we have that B is positive 
definite, so T is well-defined and single-valued. 
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(a) The proof 
P = B - M. Then 
IIx* - xll3 = IIx* - x' 
>/IIx* - x' 
/> IIx* - x' 
/> IIx* - x' 
is similar to the proof of [3, Theorem 5.6.1] and of Proposition 4.2(a). Let 
for any x E X and any x* E X*, we have upon letting x' = T(x)  that 
113 + I Ix ' -  xl13 + 2(x* - x')W(n- M)(x ' -  x) 
113 + I Ix ' -  xl13 + 2(x ' -  x*)W(Mx ' + q) 
113 + I Ix ' -  xl13 + 2(x ' -  x*)T(Mx ' -  Mx*) 
113 + I Ix ' -  xl13, 
where the first inequality follows from x' = T(x)  and (12), the second inequality follows from 
x* E X* (so (x ' -x* )~(Mx * + q) ~> 0) and the last inequality follows from the positive semidefinite 
property of M. Upon letting x* be an element of X* nearest o x in the norm [I • lip (so ~(x)  -- 
I Ix* - xll%), we obtain 
4,(x') ~< IIx* - x'll% -< ~(x)  - I l x ' -  xl13. 
(b) The proof of the "if" part is straightforward using Lemma 5.1. To prove the "only if" part, it 
suffices to use the fact that 
¼~(x) .< I Ix -  T(x)I ILM, whenever ~O(T(x)) <<, ¼~b(x), 
so that we may replace the left-hand side of (4) by $,(x) (possibly with a different ~'2) and then 
use Lemma 5.1. The proof of this fact is entirely analogous to the proof of (9). [] 
It is known that, in the symmetric case, if (5) with a = 1 holds and a certain technical assumption 
(see [ 15, Assumption B] ) is satisfied, the sequence generated by the matrix splitting method using 
regular splitting (i.e., 2B - M is positive definite) converges at least linearly to an element of X* 
[ 15, Proposition 3.5]. By using Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 5.2, we have the following analogous 
linear convergence r sult in the asymmetric monotone case. 
Corollary 5.3. Assume F is of the form ( 11 ) for some positive semidefinite M and some q. Assume 
also that there exist positive scalars ~'4 and r5 such that (5) with ~ = 1 holds. Then, for any x ° E X, 
the sequence xI , x 2 . . . .  generated by (1) with T given by (12) and with B - M symmetric positive 
definite converges to an element of X* at least linearly. 
In the monotone affine case where in addition X is a polyhedral set, we have from Theorem 2.2 that 
(5) holds automatically, so, by Corollary 5.3, in this case B - M being symmetric positive definite 
implies linear convergence of the matrix splitting method. This result improves on [ 3, Theorem 5.6.1 ] 
which shows convergence of the sequence but gives no rate of convergence estimate. 
There are many choices of B for which B - M is symmetric positive definite. One practical choice 
is 
B=M+D-L -L  T, 
where L denotes the strict lower triangular part of M and D is any positive diagonal matrix such 
that D - L - L T is positive definite. With this choice, B is upper triangular (including the diagonal 
entries) and so if X is in addition a box (i.e., the Cartesian product of closed intervals), T(x)  would 
be computable in the order of n 2 arithmetic operations using backsolve. 
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6. A feasible descent method 
In this section we assume that there exists some continuously differentiable function f from ~n 
to I~ such that X* is the set of global minima for f over X. We study the feasible descent method 
proposed in [15] (see (3.1)-(3.3) therein) applied to minimize f over X, corresponding to (1) 
with 
T(x)  = [x -  aVf (x )+e(x) ]  +, (14) 
where a E (0, KI) and e is a function from X to ~" satisfying 
[le(x)l[ ~< K211x-r(x)ll, Vx ~ X, (15) 
f (x )  - f (T (x) )  >1 K311X-- r(x)ll 2, Vx ~ X, (16) 
for some positive scalars K~, r2, K3 (possibly depending on f and X). It is shown in [15] that this 
method includes as special cases a number of known methods for minimizing f over X, including 
the gradient projection method and the coordinate descent method. As we shall see, a suitable choice 
of ¢ for this case is 
~(x)  = f (x )  - i n f f (x ) .  (17) 
xEX 
There are a number of choices for the function f .  We consider two of the better-known choices. 
In the case where F is the gradient of some function from R" to R whose stationary points over X 
are also its global minima over X, we can choose f to be this function, thus giving 
F(x)  =Vf(x ) .  (18) 
In the case where F is differentiable, we can choose f to be the following merit function proposed 
by Fukushima [6] (see also [29]): 
f (x )  = F(x)TR~(x)  -~-~lIR~(x)ll 2, (19) 
where a E (0, c~). (Fukushima ctually considered the more general case in which the term il R, (x)I[ 2 
is replaced by R, (x )TSR, (x ) ,  where S is any fixed n x n real symmetric positive definite matrix. 
However, this general case can be reduced to the above case S = I by making the transformation 
Yc = Sl/2x, F( Yc) = S-I/2F( S-1/2Yc) and X = S]/2X.) 
The following lemma, relating IIx- T(x)II to liRa(x)II, will be useful in showing that (5) implies 
(4). 
Lemma 6.1. (a) Assume F is the gradient of some function from ~n to ~ whose stationary points 
over X are also its global minima over X. Let f be this function (so f satisfies (18)). Then T given 
by (14) with o~ E (0, t<l) and e satisfying (15), (16) satisfies 
- - I IR~(x) l l  ~ [[x- r(x)ll, Vx ~ X. 
1 +K2 
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(b) Assume F is differentiable and there exist positive scalars O"nf m and O'ma x such that I lVF (x ) I I  
is bounded above by O'm,~x and the eigenvalues of the symmetric part of V F ( x ) are bounded below 
by O'rmn for all x E X. Let f be given by (19). Then T given by (14) with 
/O, minJ'K1, 2trn~,, ~'~ aE 
\ t (O'max)2 J /  
and e satisfying (15), (16) satisfies 
1 
~ ( 1  -- x/1 - 2at r~ -t- a2(O'm,~x)2)llR~(x)ll ~< IIx - T(x)ll, Vx ~ x. 
1 +K2 
Proof .  (a) For any x E X, we have 
IIx - T (x )  H > IIx - [x  - aV f (x ) ]+ l l -  II]x - aVf (x )  ] + - r(x)ll 
> [Ix-- [x -  aVf (x ) ]+ l l -  Ile(x)ll 
> lix - ]x  - aV f (x ) ]+t t -  Kdlx  - Z (x )  II, 
where the second inequality follows from (14) and the nonexpansive property of [.] ÷ and the last 
inequality follows from (15). Now use (18) and the definition of R~. 
(b) For any x E X, we have from the proof of part (a) that 
1 
IIx - T (x ) l l  > - - I I x  - ]x -  aVf (x ) ]+ l l  . 
1 +K2 
By using the fact (see [6, Eq. (3.6)]) that 
Vf (x )=F(x)+(VF(x ) - I I )R~(x) ,  (20) 
we can bound the right-hand side as follows: 
IIx - ]x  - aV f (x ) ]+ l l  > IIx - [x - aF (x ) ]+ l l  - II[x - aF (x )  ] + - [x  - aV f (x )  ]+11 
> IIx - [x - aF (x ) ]+ l l -  a l l F (x )  - V f (x ) l l  
= I IR~(x) l l -  II(aVF(x) - l )R.(x) l l  
> I Ie~(x) l l -  IlaVV(x) - III [tR~(x)tl 
= (1  - I l aVV(x)  - l l l ) l l e~(x) l l .  
Since the eigenvalues of the symmetric part of VF(x)  are bounded below by O'mi,, we have 
II (aVE(x)  - I)z II 2 = [Iz II 2 - 2azTVF(x)z  + a211VF(x)z II 2 
Ilzll 2 - 2a~.~. l l z  II2 + a211VF(x)II211zII2, 
so I laX7V(x) - 1112 ~< 1 - 2aO'mi, + a2(Ormax) 2. [] 
By Lemma 6.1, [Ix - T(x)[[ provides an error bound (on the distance from x to X*) if [[R,,(x)[[ 
does. For f given by (19), we also have that fv/-f-(-~ provides an error bound if HR,(x)11 does. To 
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see this, note that for any x E X, x - R~(x) is the orthogonal projection of x - oF (x )  onto X, so 
R, (x )V(aF(x )  - R~(x) )  >/0 and (19) yields 
1 1 
f (x )  ~ !llR<'(x)ll2-o< ~ IIR<'(x)ll~ = ~ IIR<'(x)II~ 
By using Lemma 6.1, we derive below conditions under which ~ given by (17) satisfies (3) and 
(4). 
Proposition 6.2. Consider any f : ~" H ~ whose set of global minima over X equals X* and 
whose gradient is Lipschitz continuous on X with Lipschitz constant A. Then T given by (14) with 
a E (O, tq) and e satisfying (15), (16), together with ~b given by (17), satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(a) Eq. (3) holds with 7-1 = K3. 
(b) ¢,(T(x)) <<. (I +K~+a~(d(x,X*)+IIx--T(x)II)L VxEX. (21) 
Thus if  the assumptions of either Lemma 6.1(a) or Lemma 6.1(b) hold and f and a are as given 
therein, then there exist positive scalars r2 and r3 such that (4) holds if there exist positive scalars 
7-4 and 7"5 such that (5) holds. 
Proof. (a) This follows from adding and subtracting infx~ x f (x )  from the right-hand side of (16) 
and using (17). 
(b) We prove (21) only. The remaining proof is straightforward using Lemma 6.1. Fix any x E X 
and let x' = T(x)  and x* be any element of X* nearest to x in Euclidean orm. By the mean value 
theorem, we have 
f (x ' )  - f (x* )  = (x' - x*)T~7f(~:), 
for some ~: on the line segment between x* and x ~. We also have from x' being the projection of 
x - crxJ f (x)  + e(x)  onto X (see (14)) that 
(x* - x ' )T (x  ' -- X + aV  f (x )  - e (x)  ) >>. O. 
Combining the above two relations yields 
f (x ' )  - f (x* )  (x'-x' :(  x' -x-o, e(x) + Vf(x)- 
~< IIx" - x'll( ltx'- xll,~+ Ile(x)ll + IIWfx) - vS(e) II) 
1 + ~ , - fll) ~< Nx* - x'N ( - -g -Nx  - xll + aNx 
~< (llx* - xll ÷ IIx- x' I I ) (~  IIx'- xll+ all x -  x* 1t+ al lx-  x' II) 
~ - -  +a  (llx* -x l l+  I Ix-x ' l l )L  
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where the third inequality follows from (15) and ~ being the Lipschitz constant for V f  over X and 
the fourth inequality follows from using the triangle inequality. Since x* E X*, so x* is a global 
minimum of f over X, we also have 
f (x* )  = inf f (x ) ,  
xEX 
and the above relation yields 
f (x ' )  - i n f f (x )  ~< (1 +K2 
xE X \ Ol 
Now use (17) and the fact that d(x ,X* )  = II x -x*l l .  
\ 
a)  ( l lx  - x*ll + IIx - x' l l)  2 + I 
[] 
By using Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 6.2, we have the following linear convergence r sult for the 
feasible descent method. 
Corollary 6.3. Suppose that the assumptions of either Lemma 6.1 (a) or Lemma 6.1 (b) hold and f 
and a are as given therein. Assume also that V f is Lipschitz continuous on X and there exist positive 
sca la rs  3" 4 and 3"5 such that (5) holds. Then, for any x ° E X, the sequence x1 , x 2 . . . .  generated by 
(1) with T given by (14) and e satisfying (15), (16) converges to an element of X* at least linearly. 
The case of Corollary 6.3, where the assumptions of Lemma 6.1 (a) hold and f and a are as given 
therein, may also be deduced from [ 15, Theorem 3.1]. The other case, where the assumptions of 
Lemma 6.1 (b) hold and f and ce are as given therein, appears to be new. Regardless, the preceding 
analysis reveals that linear convergence of the feasible descent method rests with (5) holding, 
liRa(x) 1] being bounded above by t [x-  T(x)11 and V f  being Lipschitz continuous on X. 
A few words on the assumption that V f  be Lipschitz continuous on X are in order. For f satisfying 
(18), clearly this assumption holds if F is Lipschitz continuous on X (and vice versa). On the other 
hand, for f given by (19), this assumption holds if F and VF  are Lipschitz continuous and bounded 
on X. To see this, let A and /~1 denote the Lipschitz constants of, respectively, F and VF. By using 
the formula (20), we have for any x E X and y E X that 
[ IVf(x) - Vf(y) I I  
= F(x ) -F (y )+(VF(x ) - l l ) (Ra(X) -Ra(y ) ) - (VF(y ) -VF(x ) )Ra(y )  
~< IIF(x) - F(y) l  I + VF(x)  - ~ I  liRa(x) - Ra(Y)ll + IIVF(y) - VF(x)II  IIRa(y)l] 
~< "tllx - Yll + VF(x )  - I I  (2 + a,l)II x - Yll +/ l ,  IlY - xl] liRa(y)II 
~< (A+ VF(x ) - I I  (2+aA)+aA,  l lF (y) l l ) l lx -y l l ,  
where the second inequality follows from/ix being the Lipschitz constant for VF  and the fact that 
Ra is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 2 + aA and the last inequality follows from 
IlRa(y)ll = Ily - [y - aF(Y)]+II ~< allF(y)l l .  
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Finally, we note that f given by (19) may be viewed as a quadratic regularization of the standard 
gap function x ~ maxyex(X - y)TF(x), that is, 
f (x )=max{ (x -  y )TF(x ) -  1 } y~x ~l ly  - xl] 2 
Thus, alternative choices of f may be obtained by replacing the quadratic regularization term Ily-xll2 
with a different regularization term. 
7. Extensions 
In the preceding analysis, all our choices of T depend on a scalar parameter ce ("stepsize") which 
we have for simplicity assumed to be fixed for all iterations. However, our results can be readily 
extended to the case of different a for different iterations. The main change is that every condition 
of the form ce E (0, c) must be replaced by the condition that tr be bounded away from 0 and c. 
Besides the choices of T studied in the preceding sections, many other choices are possible. One 
choice is based on extending a reduced-gradient projection method described in [16] (see also [15, 
Section 4.1] ) to the asymmetric ase. More precisely, suppose that X can be decomposed into the 
form 
x = {x ~ ~° lBx  = b} n C, 
for some m x n real matrix B, some b E ~m and some closed convex set C in ~n. Consider a 
T : X ~ X satisfying 
T(x) = [x -  a(F(x)  - BTp(x))] +, c 
where p is some to-be-chosen mapping from ~" to I~ m and [.]~ denotes the orthogonal projection 
onto C. The motivation behind this choice of T is that the work involved in evaluating p and projecting 
onto C may be significantly less than the work involved in projecting onto X. One example is the 
case where X is a simplex, i.e., 
x= {(x, . . . . .  x,) ~ ~"lx, + . . .+x°  =b}n [0, oo) °, 
for which p can be chosen to be 
p (x) = min{F1 (x) . . . . .  F,(x) }, 
with F~ denoting the ith component of F. 
Another possible choice for T is that based on the normal map 
T(x) = [x] + - ceF([x]+),  
where a E (0, cx~) (see [26] ). However, it is easily seen that the sequence x°, x 1, x 2 . . . .  generated 
by ( 1 ) with this choice of T is equivalent to that generated by the projection method (see [ 1, Section 
3.5.3]): 
yk+l = [yk -- aF(yk) ]+, k =O, 1 . . . . .  
in the sense that if y0 = [x0]+, then yk = [xk]+ for all k. 
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